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Abstract. Clattering motion that occurs when flat objects strike the ground at an oblique angle is studied through a simple,
tractable, model of a rigid bar with arbitrary, but symmetric, mass distribution and coefficient of restitution. The maximum
velocity changes, or velocity shocks, that occur at various locations of the bar as it clatters to rest, are presented. It is shown that
different parts of the bar can be subjected to sequences of velocity changes that are both higher, and lower, than those encountered
in a single clatter-free impact. The implication that the drop-tolerance of an electronic product can be increased by configuring it
to have ‘safe zones’ – where the velocity shocks are lower – for the placement of fragile components, is analysed. It is shown,
through example, that a significant safe zone can be created in the center of the product by configuring it to have a low moment
of inertia and by minimizing coefficient of restitution.

1. Introduction
Impact-tolerance, or the ability to safely withstand
accidental drops and bangs against unyielding surfaces,
is becoming increasingly important for portable electronic products like wireless web-surfing devices, laptop computers, cellular phones, personal digital assistants, etc. It enhances consumer confidence and
reliance on these products, thereby creating greater
market opportunities for manufactureres and service
providers. An important factor that determines the outcome of an accidental drop of a portable product is the
orientation of the object at impact.
Invariably, products drop so that one corner touches
down first, followed by a ‘clattering’ as succesive corners strike one or more times, before the object either
bounces clear, or comes to rest on the floor (for example, see [9]). However the classical treatment of single impact, for assessing impact-tolerance of products,
does not address the repurcussions of clattering motion.
ISSN 1070-9622/02/$8.00  2002 – IOS Press. All rights reserved

Where impact excites dynamic response of an internal
degree of freedom, the nature of clattering (based on geometry, mass distribution, and restitution) is absolutely
essential to engineering a product’s durability.
Clattering behaviour was identified and modeled in
previous work ([6,7]) for a bar with symmetric, yet arbitrary, mass distribution. This analysis showed that
as a result of clattering, different parts of a product
can be subjected to sequences of velocity changes that
are both substantially higher, and lower, than those encountered in a single clatter-free impact. This suggests
that the drop-tolerance of an electronic product can be
increased by configuring it to have ‘safe zones’ – where
the velocity shocks are lower – for the placement of
fragile components.
In this paper, we continue our study of the smallangle clattering of a flat body. The main aim of this
work is to show how the theoretical results presented in
earlier work ([6,7]) can be applied to actual problems
confronting designers. The goal is to provide a simpli-
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fied recipe, so the user can avoid becoming enmeshed
in deciphering and weighing the various parts of the
relatively general analysis of [6,7].
The layout of the paper is as follows. For completeness, the equations of motion for a clattering bar, derived in detail in [6], are summarized briefly, though
heuristically. The concept of velocity shocks, and their
relevance to shock analysis, is then explained. Maximal velocity changes at various locations of the bar,
obtained using the above equation, are examined, both
in global parameter space and with a specific example.
Some product configurations to increase drop-tolerance
are presented.

2. Model and justification
Small-angle clattering motion of an actual product
will primarily involve rotations about axes parallel to
the ground plane. Hence, we have focussed on the
simplest model system that represents the above – a
near-horizontal rod or bar which impacts the ground
at its ends only, as shown in Fig. 1 – and is capable
of displaying complex clattering motion and its repercussions for impact-tolerance. (It is usually recommended [9]) that for increased durability portable electronic products have a rigid outer housing, so our model
of a rigid-bar is not inappropriate.)
There is ample reason to expect that rod-like behavior
will commonly be observed for flat rectangular bodies
of a variety of aspect ratios. For example, for the
first few (large amplitude) clatters, a square plate will
clatter on the initially-lowest corner and its diagonal
opposite, until lowered enough for the other corners
to take their turn. And a more rectangular plate will
typically undergo several clatters involving the lowest
corner and its ‘fast’ neighbor at the other end of a
short side. Corroborative experimental examples are
presented in [4,9].
The explicit extension of our study to the clattering
of a plate, although a worthwhile endeavor, is beyond
the scope of the current paper. It is not expected that the
added (geometric and inertial) parameter dimensionality would add much in the way of insight, although it
would certainly aggravate the chore of extracting design guidance.

3. Equation of motion
In this section we give a more concise and intuitive
development of equations presented in ([6]).

Consider a near-horizontal rod approaching the
ground at one of its ends, as shown in Fig. 1. The rod’s
mass distribution is symmetric but otherwise arbitrary.
The impact of the ends is governed by a coefficient of
restitution. The rod is assumed to be stiff enough that
its fundamental period of free vibration is considerably
shorter than any other timescale under consideration.
The bar is assumed to impact the ground at its ends
only, hence each impact in the impact-sequence that
arises is an ‘eccentric impact’, i.e. the impact-force
exerts a moment about the center of mass (CM) of
the bar and causes it to rotate. The net result of an
eccentric impact is that various points on the bar alter
their velocities by differing amounts, and one point
does not alter its velocity at all – this is defined as the
center of percussion (CP) with respect to the impact
point ([2]). The CP is a key concept in calculating, and
visualizing, the maximum velocity changes that occur
during clattering of an object. The CP of a slender
body, with respect to impacts at distance L from the
CM, is at the distance p = J/mL to the other side of
the CM, where m is the mass of the body, and J is its
moment of inertia about the CM.
The motion of the bar is described by the upwards
velocities of its two endpoints, written as a vector v =
[va , vb ]. Impacts in the clattering sequence are indexed
with parameter i, with the additional convention that
Xi refer to the post-impact value of any quantity X, and
Xi−1 represents its pre-impact value. For example, v i
represents the velocity after the ith impact, and ∆v i =
vi −vi−1 is the change in velocity due to the ith impact.
As shown in [6], the equations of momentum conservation and energy restoration can be used to determine the endpoint velocities of the bar just after one
end bounces, in terms of their values just before the
bounce. For a left-end bounce (where v a < 0) this
takes the form of a matrix multiplication by


−ee 0
A≡
q(1 + ee ) 1
to give,



v1 =


 

va,1
−ee 0 va,0
=
q(1 + ee ) 1 vb,0
vb,1

= Av0
Here, 0  ee  1 is the coefficient of restitution, or in other words the ratio of departure speed
to approach speed of either end. (A constant e e
is widely viewed as the simplest rigid-body impact
model capable of reasonably representing real-world
energy loss, despite its well known shortcomings [2,
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a bar falling vertically without rotation in an almost-horizontal configuration, and striking the ground with its left end, a,
first. As a result of this collision, the bar is set into rotation, and experiences a rapid sequence of alternating-end impacts before it bounces free
of the ground. We call this rapid sequence of impacts, which make up a single rebound, ‘clattering’. The dynamics of this motion are governed
primarily by the mass distribution of the bar and its coefficient of restitution. The point Pa represents the center of precussion for impacts at a.
For impacts at end b, the center of percussion, Pb , is at a distance p to the other side of the CM.

15].) q ≡ (L2 − ρ2g )/(L2 + ρ2g ) is an inertial parameter
which effectively relates radius ofgyration ρ g to bar
half-length L. (So given q, ρ g = L (1 − q)/(1 + q)).
The parameter q is the negative ratio of the velocity
jump at the non-impacting end, to the velocity jump at
the impacting end ([6]). Depending as the contact point
(i.e., length) is outboard, at, or inboard of the center
of percussion for impacts at the other end, q will be
positive, zero, or negative. When q = 1 all the mass
is at the center of the bar. When q = 0 all the mass
is concentrated at the ends.
√ And q = 0.5 represents
a radius of gyration of L/ 3, for example a uniform
mass distribution. While q > 1 is impossible, q < 0
is possible but unlikely – there must be considerable
mass beyond the contacting endpoints.
After one end strikes, its velocity is positive and it
will move up away from the ground. But if the other
end now has negative velocity, it will soon strike in
turn. For the very short times and large velocity jumps
considered here, gravity is assumed not to act, so the
endpoint velocities, found just after one end strikes, are
used as the input to the next strike.
From A we can construct an iterated operator, which
is applied repeatedly to the initial velocity conditions,
until the non-impacting end retains non-negative velocity even after an impact at the other end. (In that case
clattering ceases.)
The operator we need is PA, where
 
01
P = PT = P−1 =
10
is the permutation matrix, which interchanges the a and
b components of v. The composite action represents an
impact of the left end, followed by an interchange of the
two components of velocity. Then the next application
of A, formally representing a strike by the left end, in
fact calculates the results of a strike at the right end,
with the velocities assigned to the ‘wrong’ end. P
restores the velocities to the correct ends.

PA is applied once for each impact, and for odd
impacts the entire product is premultiplied by P to
reassign velocities to the correct ends (i.e., to cancel
one excess P, since P = P−1 ).
The ith impact refers to end a if i is odd, and presumes that va,i−1 < 0. It refers to end b if i is even,
and in that case presumes that v b,i−1 < 0. In general,

P(PA)i v0 if i is odd
vi =
(1)
(PA)i v0 if i is even
Equation (1) is the main equation from which all
other clattering quantities (e.g. total number of impacts
in the clattering sequence, velocity changes, impulses,
time for clattering, forces, pulse durations, etc.) are
derived. Observe that the only system parameters to
occur in Eq. (1) are q and e e .
Our main goal in this paper is to describe the velocity
changes during clattering for every point in the entire
[q, ee ] plane, that is, in global parameter space. Every
possible bar configuration (in terms of mass distribution
and coefficient of restitution) within the assumptions
of our model corresponds to a point, or a (q, e e ) pair,
in the above global design space. For initial conditions
we will generally take v0 ≡ [−v0 , −v0 ], where v0 is
a positive number. However, as shown in [7] the results of clattering with other initial conditions are easily
derivable from the ‘pure translation’ initial condition.
(Most of the calculations, and the resulting plots, presented in this paper were obtained with the software
package Mathematica [16].)

4. Parameters pertinent for assessing shock
damage
Damage can occur when the high forces due to impact exceed structural strengths of the product, or when
internally suspended components are highly stressed
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by the sudden violent oscillations. The latter, called
shock-response ([13,14,5,3]), is central to electronic
product durability because of the importance of suspended fragile components like circuit packages (ICs),
displays, and disk drives, etc., to product functioning.
(Note that a populated printed circuit board (PCB) can
be considered as a suspended system due to its flexibility.)
Shock response is conventionally taken to be the
force (or acceleration) experienced by an elastically
suspended fragile mass, due to a shock-pulse experienced at its suspension point. It turns out that shock
response depends heavily on the time-scales of the
suspension-point shock pulse (rise-time, pulse duration, time intervals between pulses) as they relate to the
suspended system’s natural oscillation period; as well
as either the shock pulse’s magnitude (peak acceleration) or its area (that is, change in velocity, ∆v). Since
clattering involves transmutation of the overall impact
into a much longer sequence of brief pulses, additional
time scales have to be considered for shock analysis.
We use a simple rigid-body model in our analysis
that ignores structural and material details of the product. Hence we shall confine ourselves to the consideration of velocity shocks – high magnitude acceleration pulses considerably shorter in duration that the
suspended system’s oscillation period, whose net effect
is to impart an ‘instantaneous velocity change’ to the
base of the suspended fragile sub-system. (A velocity
shock can always be converted into a more detailed
acceleration-pulse by modeling material and structual
deformation.) However, by considering objects of finite extent (as opposed to point masses), we show that
‘proper location’ of the fragile component is important
in increasing product durability, along with the traditional techniques of controlling natural frequencies of
suspended components, eliminating relative motion or
restricting it to prevent component slap.
There are two aspects of a sequence of velocity
shocks that are relevant here: (1) the time duration between the individual shocks, and, (2) the magnitude
of the largest impact. Figure 2, reproduced from [7],
shows the total number of impacts for any value of
(q, ee ). The time durations between these impacts are
plotted in detail in [7]. If the time separation between
the shocks is considerably longer than the response
time of the suspended component (so that suspension
vibrations have a chance to die away), then the largest
individual impact is important; if they are comparable
then damaging resonances can occur; and if the entire clattering sequence is completed in less than one

suspension period, then the details of the sequence do
not matter and only the net change in velocity (sum
of all the individual velocity shocks) counts. (Ideally,
to assess the damage potential of repeated shocks, one
should either ‘drive’ a model of the system with multiple shock pulses separated by the sequence of time durations obtained in [7], or determine it experimentally.)
We now calculate the largest velocity shocks at all
locations on the bar.
5. Maximum velocity changes along bar
As a result of the eccentric impacts during clattering, the bar experiences two kinds of velocity changes,
translational and rotational. For every impact, the rotational shock is the same for the entire bar. However,
every point on the bar undergoes a different translational velocity change. The CP suffers no change in
translational velocity during impact, and the change in
velocity at other points varies linearly as their distance
from the CP. Naturally the ends of the bar, being furthest away from the CP, experience maximal velocity
shocks. For a given impact, points between the impacting end and the CP experience positive velocity shocks
and points on the other side of the CP experience negative, or downwards, velocity shocks. The velocity
shock at the CM is the mean of that at the two ends.
The aim of safe component placement is to find a
region of the bar where the greatest velocity shocks are
less than anywhere else. Obviously for an impact at
end a, components at the corresponding center of percussion, Pa , experience no shock. But for an impact
at end b, which is equally likely, components at P a
will experience a fairly large shock whereas the components at the center of percussion, P b , will see no shock.
Therefore when all possible impacts are considered, the
center of the bar is the safest choice.
To summarize, during clattering of a given bar, its
ends experience the largest velocity shock and its middle the least maximal velocity shock. For points inbetween, the largest velocity shock is obtained through
linear interpolation of the largest velocity shocks at the
middle and the ends of the bar.
From Eq. (1), it can be shown that the velocity change
at the ends due to the ith impact is given as:


∆va,i
∆vi =
∆vb,i

(2)
(A − I)(PA)i−1 v0



if i is odd
=
P(A − I)(PA)i−1 v0



if i is even
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Fig. 2. Contour-plot of the number of impacts in the [q, ee ] plane. (Mass distributions corresponding to q = 0, 0.5 and 1 are illustrated
schematically on the left of the q axis.) The fewest number of impacts occurs for high restitution and high moment of inertia – the minimum
is two. The dominant region has 3 impacts, including the most common real-world mass distributions (i.e., small deviations from uniformly
√
distributed mass). There is a significant area outside the bounding curve q = 2 ee /(1 + ee ), where the bar experiences an infinite number of
impacts in finite time and never rebounds.

where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The changes in
angular velocity, CM velocity, and the velocity at any
location at a distance l from the center of the bar (as
shown in Fig. 1) may be found via operations on ∆v i :


L−l L+l
∆vl,i =
,
∗ ∆vi ,
2L
2L


1 1
,
∆vc,i =
(3)
∗ ∆vi ,
2 2


1 1
∆ωi = − ,
∗ ∆vi
2L 2L

So, given specific values (q, e e ) and initial velocity
components, we can determine the entire sequence of
velocity jumps at any point on the bar as it clatters.
The largest velocity shock at the ends of the bar,
max
, can easily be found from the sequence ob∆vL
tained through Eq. (3); and then we can determine other
quantities as:
max
∆vL
,
2L
∆v max
∆vcmax = (1 − q) L ,
2

|∆ω max | = (1 + q)

(4)
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Fig. 3. 3-D surface-plot of the maximum angular velocity change in any one impact ∆ωmax , normalized by v0 /L. Angular velocity and its
changes are the same at all points on the bar.



max
∆vL
l
∆vlmax = (1 − q) + (1 + q)
L
2
Note that ∆vcmax  12 ∆v max . Figure 3 shows the
absolute values of the maximum change in angular velocities, |∆ω max |.
In terms of a positional parameter s ≡ l/L, our aim
is to calculate ∆vsmax for 0  s  1 in order to know
the maximal velocity shocks at all locations of the bar.
(Note that a center-symmetric mass distribution has
been assumed in our model, s = 0 corresponds to the
CM and s = 1 represents the ends of the bar.) Figure 4
shows a 3-D surface-plot of the normalized maximum
velocity changes, ∆v smax /v0 , for s = 0, 0.5, and 1, in
the entire [q, ee ] design space. The plots for s = 0 and
s = 1 represent the lower and the upper bound on the
plots for any other location 0  s  1 on the bar. The

plot for s = 1 is monotonic with increasing q and e e ,
whereas the plot for s = 0 is not.
However, all three plots, for s = 0, 0.5, and 1 show
that the velocity shocks decrease monotonically with
decreasing ee . This implies that ee should be minimized for reducing velocity shocks, that is, the products’ hard casing – that gives rise to the short duration
shock-pulses – should be designed in terms of materials and structure to absorb maximum energy during
impact.
A key observation to be made from the plots of Fig. 4
is that the value of the normalized individual velocity
shocks varies dramatically in the [q, e e ] plane and is
significantly higher, or lower, than 2.0 in several parts.
This is in stark contrast to clatter-free impacts in standardized testing ([11,10,12,1]) where a maximal value
of 2v0 is assumed for velocity shock along the entire
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Fig. 4. Plot of normalized maximal velocity change ∆vsmax /v0 during clattering for the ends (s = 1), middle (s = 0), and one-quarter points
(s = 0.5) of the bar, as a function of (q, ee ). The greatest velocity shocks are experienced by the ends, and the least, in the middle of the bar. So
s = 0 and s = 1 represent the lower and upper bound on the plots for 0  s  1. Observe that the plot for s = 1 is monotonic with increasing
q and ee , while for s = 0 it is not. The plots are fairly smooth except for regions in the vicinity of q = 1 where they rise, or dip, sharply. The
large gap between the s = 0 and s = 1 plots for higher values of q, coupled with the dip in the s = 0 plot, implies that a zone of lower velocity
shocks is created at the center of the bar at the expense of a zone of amplified velocity shocks at the ends of the bar. The plot for s = 0.5 is
presented as an example; similar plots can be obtained for any other location by linear combination of the plots for s = 0 and s = 1.

product ([5]). The above velocity amplifications, and
reductions, at various locations along the bar during
clattering are the major findings of our study. In particular, for higher values of q, it can be seen that the
center of the bar, and its vicinity, experience significantly lower velocity shocks whereas the ends experience fairly high velocity shocks. In this regard, clatter-

ing acts to ‘cushion’ the center of the bar. This fact has
useful design implications.
In principle, using Eq. (5), plots like those shown in
Fig. 4 can be obtained for any location on the bar and the
maximal velocity shock at that location determined as
a function of (q, e e ). However, for purposes of product
design it is easier, and more useful, to view the 3D
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Fig. 5. Contour-plots of constant values of s for velocity shock thresholds, ∆vsmax = v0 /2 during clattering. The values of the parameter s are
presented in terms of percentage of the bar from its center. The plot shows that only half of the [q, ee ] design space provides bar configurations
to meet the above threshold. For a given ee , the extent of the safe-zone can be increased by increasing q.

surface-plots of Fig. 4 in the form of contour-plots of s
in the [q, ee ] plane for constant values of ∆v smax /v0 .

6. Design methology and guidelines
The goal of the product designer is to figure out an
optimal (and achievable) value of (q, e e ) so that the corresponding object provides safe regions for the placement of fragile components where the components’
fragility – in terms of tolerable level of velocity shock –
will not be exceeded during clattering. To calculate
regions of the bar, in the [q, e e ] plane, where given velocity shock thresholds are not exceeded, Eq. (5) can
be recast to yield:

s=



2∆vsmax
1
+
q
−
1
max
1 + q ∆vL

(5)

Depending on the desired maximal velocity shock
threshold, Eq. 5 can be plotted to yield contour-plots
of s in the [q, ee ] plane and the plots examined to determine if there exists a safe enough region that would
accomodate the fragile component.
For example, let’s say that the design goal is to find a
bar configuration with regions that experience, at most,
a maximal velocity shock of only half the impact velocity v0 , and, substantially most of the bar does not
experience velocity shocks exceeding twice the impact
velocity. The second part of the design goal is necessary because while a high value of q can help protect components near the center of mass, it may hurt
those near the ends (both because velocity jumps are
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Fig. 6. Contour-plots of constant values of s for maximal velocity shock thresholds, ∆vsmax = v0 during clattering.

large, and because the additional high-frequency reversals could cause resonance). Figures 5, 6 and 7 show
contour-plots of constant values of s for maximal velocity shock thresholds, ∆v smax = v0 /2, v0 and 2v0 respectively. The values of the parameter s are presented
in terms of percentage of the bar from its center. (That
is, s = l/L = 0.1 represents a region around the center of the bar that is equal to 10% of its total length,
s = 0.2 = 20% of the bar, and so on.)
Once again, as with Figs 3 and 4, Figs 5, 6 and 7
illustrate that for a given value of q, the extent of the
safe-zone can be increased by decreasing e e . However,
the figures differ both quantitatively and qualitatively
in terms of the effect of q.
Observe in Fig. 5 that roughly only half of the global
design space provides bar configurations that have regions experiencing ∆v smax = v0 /2. For (q, ee ) that
provide v0 /2 shock-threshold zones, increasing q only
increases the extent of the safe-zone.

Figure 6 shows that most of design space, except
for a small region at bottom right, provides bar configurations that have safe-zones experiencing maximal
velocity shocks ∆vsmax = v0 during clattering. Note,
however, that the behaviour with respect to q is not
monotonic like in Fig. 5. For instance, in some parts
of the [q, ee ] plane, the extent of a safe-zone can be
increased by both increasing and decreasing q, and in
other parts changing q has no appreciable effect on the
size of the safe-zone.
Figure 7 shows that the entire design space provides
regions on the bar that experience velocity shocks of at
most 2v0 . The behaviour with respect to q is monotonic.
However, unlike Fig. 5, for a given e e , the extent of
the safe-zone increases by decreasing q. As mentioned
earlier, this is because for higher values of q the ends of
the bar experience large velocity changes, and velocity
reversals, during clattering.
In terms of available design choices for (q, e e ), there
are additional limitations. q can be increased for a
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Fig. 7. Contour-plots of constant values of s for maximal velocity shock thresholds, ∆vsmax = 2v0 during clattering. The plot shows that
the entire design provides bar configurations to meet the above threshold. For a given ee , the extent of the safe-zone can be increased by
decreasing q.

product by placing heavier components (for example,
the battery in a cellular phone), and even superfluos
mass, towards the middle. However, for size-optimized
portable electronic products with their dense packaging
of components and optimal usage of all available internal space, a large q is practically infeasible. Similarly,
it is rather difficult to make products that would be very
bouncy (high e e) or ‘very dead’ (very low e e) during impact ([8]). The final choice has to be product-specific.
In view of the above, four pairs of (q, e e ) are examined
in Table 1. The first one, (q, e e ) = (0.5, 0.3), is the
canonical reference configuration with uniform mass
distribution and moderate damping; and the other three,
(q, ee ) = (0.73, 0.2), (0.67, 0.15) and (0.57, 0.1) are
suggested configurations. Between them the three suggested configurations illustrate, independently, the effects of lowering e e and increasing q.

Table 1 lists values of the extent of the safe-zones for
arbitrary velocity-shock thresholds of v 0/2, v0 and 2v0 ,
maximum velocity shock at the end of the bar, maximum angular velocity change, total velocity change at
the center of the bar, and the total number of impacts
during clattering, for each of the above four (q, e e )
pairs.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the reference configuration does not have the reqired safe-zone in the middle
of the bar. Both (q, e e ) = (0.73, 0.2) and (0.67, 0.15)
provide a 10% region on the bar where the maximal
velocity shock does not exceed v 0 /2, with small regions towards the ends of the bar that experience shocks
slightly greater than 2v 0 . (q, ee ) = (0.57, 0.1) provides a somewhat smaller safe-zone but has no region
that experiences greater than 2v 0. (If the fragile components being protected are sensitive to rotational shock,
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Table 1
Some example product configurations in terms of values of (q, ee ) that yield,
roughly, a 10% safe zone in the middle of the bar where the velocity shock
is less that v0 /2 while substantially the rest of the bar does not experience
shocks exceeding 2v0 . The first configuration, (q, ee ) = (0.5, 0.3), is a
reference configuration (with unifrom mass distribution) that does not have
the required safe zone
(q, ee ) =
s(∆vmax /v0 = 0.5)
s(∆vmax /v0 = 1.0)
s(∆vmax /v0 = 2.0)
max /v
∆vL
0
L∆ω max /v0
total
∆vc
/v0
No. of impacts

(0.5,0.3)
0%
28.8%
90.9%
2.145
1.609
1.115
4

then the rotational stiffness of their suspensions has
to be evaluated in comparison to the angular velocity
changes.)

(0.73,0.2)
10.1%
35.7%
87.1%
2.251
1.947
1.0
16

(0.67,0.15)
9.6%
39.1%
97.9%
2.036
1.7
1.0
31

(0.57,0.1)
8.2%
43.8%
100%
1.790
1.405
1.0
24

the product would not see shocks exceeding twice the
impact velocity.
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